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TINKANTAN (OUR SOLAR SYSTEM
This info is written with cooperation with soul world creato

Intention of this document is to make you think bigger. You need to reach out of the box
thinking
Tinkantan and following planet names are in cosmic language
Activity on following planets
1. MUUNIK
Management of sea systems. Control of seabed systems. Control of life of tiny creatures
living inside of seabed
2. SIIVIK
Management of lawn-systems. Cosmic internet functions through lawn-systems
3. MINUKE
Management and control of spaceship eets which travel out of soul world and back
4. SIIVUK
Creation and control of star systems. Work takes place inside planet. There is no
cooperation with other planets inside our solar system. Work is done in miniature form.
When work is nished, it is taken to outer cosmos, put in place and expanded into real
size
5. MUUNIKA
In-between star travel crew formation. Selection is based upon cooperation. Who works
best with who. In ltrators place not cooperating persons into crew for the purpose of
ruining missions. Muunika 2 is a planet with mainly positive eld
6. MURUKUUR (MERCURY)
Creation of in the feud situations. Programming of psyche, ampli cation of vengeance
feelings/energies and directing it upon not guilty party. Creation of imbalance.
Controlling and operating biorobots and supersoldiers from distance within our solar
system

.
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7. VENUUS (VENUS)
Making of soaps. Making of soap like substance onto what different fungus gets planted and
then it is put into soul bearing bodies and into planets which has soul life on and in it. Our
solar system best ships are on Venus. Venus acts as a carrier for creativity for beings with
soul within our solar system. Also creativity energy is being stolen through Venus from our
solar system. Venusians live inside Venus - on hollow Venus (like Earth has hollow Earth.
Every planet in our solar system is hollow inside). On the surface of Venus there are
spaceship bases. With spaceships venusians go on space missions. On the surface of planet
there are two cities. Venusians tend to be overly affectionate (slave system has achieved this
through programming and by treating individuals with addictive energies). This is one of the
biggest lessons venusians have to learn. On hollow Venus brown-eyed people live in one
area and blue-eyed people live in another area. By thought venusians can build home,
furniture. By thought they can change texture, shape, colour, energy of their belongings.
Omnec Onec is a woman who talks about her life on Venus. She was born on Venus but
came to live on Earth. She wrote a book about her life on Venus and about coming to Earth:
https://shop.omnec-onec.com/product/the-venusian-trilogy
8. MAJAKAN (EARTH)
Earth is soul world core. Creation of lawn humps. It is connected with 2. Siivika planet
and cosmic internet. Earth is tremendously blocked from other life in cosmos. On Earth
takes place creation of clones, selling them to elite who use them to replace people in
leadership roles if they don’t obey. Elite uses clones of themselves for entertainment. For
example, they let trained personnel transfer their consciousness into their clone and they
jump from high mountains or they do parachute jumps without parachute for the purpose
of getting high. Later their consciousness gets transferred back from dead/not functioning
clone body back to their original body (if it was original in the rst place). Since they
have sold their soul/taken easy way out then all of their own energy gets pumped right
into the slave system. All of their energy belongs to the slave system. They don’t have
their own energy to use for themselves. That’s why they use this kind of entertainment, in
order to get high. Also, in order to get high, they molest, torture, traumatize, rape, do
ritual murders on infants/children/virgins (most sought after are blue-eyed and blond
humans). Before they do the nal murdering, they terrorize, scare, make the victim panic
for the purpose of pumping body full of adrenaline. That’s their treat, victim full of
adrenaline is their delicacy. They also like to drink blood, especially sought after is
adrenochrome or neuromelanin which is the chemical compound with the molecular
formula C9H9NO3 synthesised from the oxidation of adrenaline in the bloodstream. It is
harvested from the pineal gland of child donors. Everyone who have climbed the ladder
enough will get offered to sacri ce/murder an infant or a child. Everyone who will go
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through with it will lose their last control of themselves. They will be taken over by
malicious group or groups of entities.
For the slave system they act as a portal through which their own energy as well as their
victims (infant/child/virgin/adult) who they murdered, energy gets sucked away. This
connection lasts throughout different lives we live until this particular slave system gets
taken down or until perpetrator or victim disconnects themselves from this system. (Soul
world creator has put in place a system for individuals who wish to disconnect
themselves from this kind of energy sucking systems. In order to do that imagine a
horizontal circle, step into it and stay there as long as you wish. While you are in, its
certain systems will disconnect you from slave system sucking systems. You can place
there or take with you your family members, friends, co-workers or other people in need
of help. You are allowed to do that because this has been done against free will. No one
has come and asked for your permission to connect these systems to you. And this
doesn’t count when they say you gave us permission a long time ago or you just don’t
remember it. If asked then you have to be consciously aware of it. Anything else is just
manipulative bullshit. Out of this energy slave system builds more systems through
which to suck more and more living beings with soul
When they/the dedicated reach highest top-secret clearance they will get informed the big
secret: There is no god.
Behind every so-called god there are different malicious groups of entities who suck
energy out of humans with soul through programming and manipulation. Same goes for
law, medicine, education, military, religion, media, science and money – all these slave
system branches are as god to civilians. Ignoring them is a sin in the eye of slave system
for which you will get punished
In underground bases take place human and other lifeform programming, genetic testing,
breeding of new lifeforms. Traveling in-between planets inside our solar system and
traveling outside of our solar system. Civilian control through slave system branches
(law, medicine, education, military, religion, media, science and money). Gifted Earth
people detection, programming and put to work to serve slave system (for example MKUltra programming). Also sending them on missions on other planets and star systems
Earth is a soul world core. Soul world slavery started here and it ends here. Right now
takes place waking of soul world creator embodiments (there are over 4000 of them on
Earth) so that through them he can put in place new boundaries. Boundaries which serve
soul world and lifeforms with soul and not parasites. Parasites and their systems will be
deleted forever from cosmos and cosmic history as if they never existed. Slave system
began with traitorous soul world creator crew members and it ends with taking them
down with all the parasites and parasitic systems they created
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On Earth there are granite and crystal systems which have recorded everything that has
happened on Earth starting from the time it was created. Since Earth is soul world core
then every other planet that exists in soul world, every other planet history what has ever
happened there starting from the time it was created - their history is also stored on Earth.
This is also something that makes Earth hotspot for different extra-terrestrial races who
want to control Earth – they want access to vast recordings (libraries) of every planet out
there in soul world. These libraries are controlled by soul world creator different
traitorous crews. Access is granted only for those who cooperate by their standards
All the con icts between different races for control of Earth is because it is a soul world
core. Who controls the core, controls the rest of soul world
See all the different lifeforms on Earth. All the different plants, insects, birds, mammals,
reptilians, ocean life (especially deep ocean life - one is stranger looking that the other).
Also, other races on and inside Earth who have their own civilization inside pockets
(pockets look like hexagonal honeycombs) of Earth. Some live inside mountains, some
live in oceans and underneath ocean bed, some live in Earth and some live in hollow
Earth. Some have been here before humans, some have come later. Every one of these
species and races is controlled by slave system. Which means everyone with soul is also
controlled and sucked energetically through these species and races and their systems.
Control and suppression are executed most on individuals with soul. This excludes
synthetics, clones, organic robotoids, doubles, human bodies who have been taken over
and other human looking body but soulless (they are tools i.e. extension of slave system).
Soulless are powered by slave system feed (stolen energy from individuals with soul and
directed to soulless ones). Individuals with soul are powered by their own soul
Population control is not because there are too many of us but because everything
revolves around energy. When collective energy of individuals with soul reaches certain
level then slave system (all the masters with their parasitic races and parasitic systems)
cannot control it. So, they do everything to suppress and diminish collective energy of
individuals with soul. Thus, the extreme control of human population
9. MURSS (MARS)
Management of systems which are located at the bottom of human feet through which
manipulation of psyche and body systems are carried out. From Mars there has been
made a diversion, to create an impression as if it was war planet. In reality wars and feud
is created from Mercury. Mars is military equipment storage space. Selected humans are
abducted to Mars, there they carry out genetic experiments, memory erasing/blank
slating, programming of abductees, slave trading, humanoid (as well as Earth humans)
entity bodies are chopped (while entities are alive to get more energy out of them) up and
trading of body parts and organs takes place. On Mars there is system of gates through
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which you can travel outside of our solar system. Cosmic transport road passes through
Mars. On Mars there are also clone storage facilities
Earth’s internet and dark web usage, users and information exchange are monitored and
saved. All who work against the slave system will be taken care of with their arsenal of
endless means
On Mars, underground is a copy of city of Berlin
10. JUPITERANTA (JUPITER)
Humidity systems management. Through humidity systems sucking of soul energy.
Creation of humidity where it needs to be dry and humidity is taken away where it needs
to be humid. On Jupiter there are one of the cruelest biological ships in our solar system.
On ships they experiment on lifeforms who naturally live in water or in humid
environment
Above Jupiter is circle shaped platform with hole in the centre onto what these cruel
biological ships land and take off. Mainly they travel outside of our solar system
Jupiter has also at least 4 rings around it but they are in another frequency. On these rings
are horizontal moving portals through which it is possible to travel outside our solar
system and back
Near Jupiter is space station which is neutral zone for various races where beings of
different races can communicate with each other without fear of attack. This space station
becomes visible when you are 18km/11miles from it
11. SATATURN (SATURN)
Work base for repair team of star systems. On saturn rings there are gates through which it
is possible to travel inside soul world. Gathering of energy which is stolen from our solar
system and trading with it outside of our solar system
Saturn population is on very high level in creating building constructions compared to Earth
populations knowledge about the subject. They ful ll orders coming outside of Saturn to
create constructions for spaceships taking into account purpose of the ship and cosmic
weather
Through Saturn different religions have been inserted into our solar system
12. URANUUN (URANUS)
Storage place for mining equipment which is used to mine various planets mineral
resources. Building of stargates. Fixing in place of stargates takes place with systems which
are stationed on Uranus. Stargates are also taken with Uranus ships to where they need to be
installed
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From outside of Uranus orders are sent in to install certain technology into spaceships. This
is done with certain programs. When nished, work is sent to location where spaceship is
assembled
Through Uranus balance energy is stolen
On Uranus takes place developing of different cow breeds
On Uranus takes place manipulation with soundwaves. It is directed to all planets in our
solar system
Into spaceship technology are inserted chips, through activation of chips is possible to put
together a map of everything there is. Activation takes place on Uranus
13. NEPTUUNTUN (NEPTUNE)
Working place for sorting of bees honey. Honey is important substance in cosmos.
Energetically honey is mothers growth energy. Growth energy which comes through
mothers is used to nurture offsprings. Manipulating and energetically in uencing with this
energy it is possible to steal energy most effectively. On Neptune takes place packing of
energy which is stolen using growth energy. Also sending it outside our solar system
On Neptune takes place developing of different bird species
14. PLUTUT (PLUTO)
Mining of ice. Stolen soul energy from our solar system is drawn together to Pluto. It is
pulled into energetically activated ice. Ice is activated from two sides. From one side comes
one type of energy and from other side comes another type of energy. It is done so that ice
could hold and store energy. When ice is lled with energy at maximum, then it will be
mined and it will be used for trade outside of our solar system
On Pluto takes place planting of new beings into bodies which are being taken over. Certain
parasites are created outside of our solar system. Through Pluto these parasites are sent into
bodies with soul who live inside of our solar system to diminish their potential/energy eld.
These parasites are used as intermediate for energy stealing
15. PISITÕUK
Mining of soil. Taking soil to other planets to create living environment for insects. Life
control of insects who live in soil. Main activity revolves around insects and their living
environment
Building of insect body systems, integrating them with other insect body systems and
implementing them
By imitating insect chitin shells, work out ts are developed for different purposes for
humanoid species
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16. TUMBAJUMB
Management of decaying systems. Disturbance of thinking (stupid mistakes you make).
To Tumbajumba have been drawn together parasites which were sent from outside of soul
world. In our solar system they are meant to draw themselves full of energy (parasites act
as energy containers). On Tumbajumba takes place packing these parasites into boxes and
sending them out of the planet. This is energy trading
Blocking of communication through communication chakra between beings with soul
17. TEREKAMP
Workplace relationship treatment. Programming humans either to take care of workplace
relationships or to impair those relationships. Because of this it is not possible to
cooperate because someone is always programmed to impair cooperation
18. NEENU
Upkeep of beaches of planets with human population. From outside of our solar system
come round energy containers which enter into our solar system through Neenus. These
round containers draw themselves full of energy in our solar system and then exit our
solar system. This is energy stealing system
19. TUBJA
Blocking of body systems. Into bodies with soul are put in place different shields to block
energy ow and with this human potential is reduced. Making of chips for different
lifeform bodies. Chips are inserted into bodies when humans are abducted to Tubjam or
working personnel comes to human. Very robotized planet
20. NEENUS
Management and control of territory around Earth so that by slave system unwanted ships
and individuals don’t reach Earth. So that so called benevolent aliens couldn’t come.
Management and maintenance of systems behind curse. When someone puts curse on you
then these systems get activated
21. NUUKSA
Maintenance of labour planets in our solar system (maintenance by slave system rules
and not by soul world rules). Labour planets are planets where slaves are used. From
Nuuksam takes place generation of children’s inconsolable crying. All planets in our solar
system are labour planets, including Earth. Best slave is a slave who thinks he is free this is slave system programming. From Nuuksam takes place slave mind control,
monarch programming, arrangement of poor living conditions, arranging people who
have sold their soul in positions of leadership and with this is guaranteed energy sucking
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of beings with soul. Management of slave system branches (law, medicine, education,
military, religion, media, science, money)
Through Nuuksam takes place control of hollow Earth and through hollow Earth takes
place stealing energy of entities with soul living on Earth
22. SEEKA
Management of managing’s systems of Earth’s moon (Luna). Control centre for our solar
system moons. Space travel. Very technological planet
Moons are put in place for control of the planet they are next to. To moon is collected
information of every activity planets occupants are occupied with. Also, information
about development direction of every area, occupants thinking direction and knowledge
level - all this information is gathered to moons and forwarded to slave system control
center for analysis. After analysis is done, then there will be created new programs if
needed and are put onto planet to correct development direction of various elds. This
explains slave systems branches (law, medicine, education, military, religion, media,
science and money) strong control and submissive nature of civilians on Earth. In civilian
life this re ects for example in ever rising taxes, in increase and worsening of effects of
medications, worsening effects of vaccination and so on
23. MUUSIKA
Activity with music. Through music disturbing beings with soul. Management of systems
which are located below our solar system. From there takes place programming through
music. Programming brain with sound waves. Systems which are behind notes sound –
these systems are manipulated in order to manipulate with perception of entities with
soul
24. NEXUS
On Nexus takes place clairvoyance systems programming and blocking. Takes place
blocking of parallel reality info receiving. Blocking of contacting with your higher self. A
lot of X-shaped systems are used for this. Planets name Nexus also has x in it
Original third eye systems have been replaced with slave system ones. On third eye there
is a dome. On inner surface of this dome is a screen. At the back of the head, at the same
height with third eye is also same dome which also has a screen on inner surface.
Programming and treating person with speci c energies takes place through everything
which is shown on the screen
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25. SUNINKA
During sexual intercourse, systems in womans vagina and systems in mans penis are ne
tuned to maximize stimulation for maximum energy output in both partners
26. SUNINK
Management of focusing systems, stealing of focusing energy (focusing energy is highly
valued energy in cosmos), blocking of focusing. Blocking of thinking, making it episodic.
Blocking of info (one moment you think of something and next minute you don’t
remember what did you think about). Causing of forgetting. Control of current life
memory crystal (is located on top of last vertebrae vertebra before neck vertebras) as well
as control of all our other lives memory crystals (are located in solar plexus). Working
personnel on Suninka controls through systems that you don’t have access to information
which might pose a threat to the slave system existence. They control that you wouldn’t
remember your past lives, that you wouldn’t recognize past life friends, acquaintances in
this life and so on. Guiding ones attention from one subject to another
27. SNINK
Management of sea systems. Creation of climate inside water. Bringing other water
lifeforms into Earth seas and oceans. Hybridization of sea creatures and ocean creatures.
For example, look deep ocean lifeforms, one is stranger looking than the other.
Monitoring their life and communication with other species. Management and
development of echolocation system
28. SINK
Management of forest grown mushroom mycelium. Mushroom mycelium is part of
cosmic internet. On Sinka living elf people also come to Earth to manage and bring order
into mycelium system. Through mushrooms takes place soul energy sucking with systems
on Sinka. Development of mushroom species which are intended for energy transfer. Also
planting them on planets (also to Earth) for energy stealing purpose
29. SNK
In forest grown tree cone systems management as well as cone shaped ship engine
production, installation and trading. Installation of cone shaped energy sucking system
into chest to population on labour planets in our solar system. Through Snka goes through
conveyor belt system where there are gifted humans with soul and on Snka they are
programmed as needed for slave system. Also control of pineal gland in human body is
executed there. Installation of different types of free energy equipment into various
spaceship engines
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30. SAKNI
Management of tree trunk systems through tree juice. Control of plants through their
juice/life sap. Regulation of plants capacity to clean environment. Manipulation with
plants, plant testing and their hybridization (not only with other plants but also with other
beings/lifeforms. For example, a tree grows out of humanoid lifeforms back)
Development of different growth systems for trees. Into growth systems they build so
called pockets for parasites so that other slave system compartments can extract energy
and lower tree potential through these parasites
31. SAKASAK
Management of forest system tool systems. Movie "Avatar" landscape was lmed there.
Various planets forest elders gathering place. Regulation of cleaning capacity and ability
of forests. Control of forest climate and forest creatures and regulation of forest creatures
life. Management of disguise systems to conceal bases below forests. Control of gates
and portals which are located in woods. Maintenance of communication systems which
are located in-between planets surface and hollow area in center of the planet in all
planets in our solar system
32. SUSAK
Manipulation with forest spirit and with spirits of forest plants. Sucking of plants
energies, programming of plants. Mortifying plants, bringing them back to life, control of
plants lifespan. Other planets different plants are brought to Susaka for research and to
change/modify them. Maintenance of communication systems which are located inbetween planets surface and hollow area in center of the planet in all planets in our solar
system
33. SUSAKA
Nature and forest climate and parallel realities atmosphere creation. Growth energy
(green in color) sucking, it’s packaging and trading. Growth energy is stolen from our
solar systems planets forest and from beings with soul
Onto Susakas are brought different insect species in their early development stage. These
insects are built into spy insects and into blood test taking machines (these include
mosquitos, ticks, gar ies, ies). For the purpose of gaining information these spy insects
are materialized into room where entity who they need to spy on is located. These spy
insects are used for data collection
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34. SINAKA
Creation of climate inside soil. Building bases below surface and connecting them with
hollow inside area of planets (all planets are hollow inside). For more information search
for hollow Earth. Life control of creatures living below surface of planet Earth.
Developing different species of ladybugs
35. SIMBAJUMB
Is engaged in dealing with forest plants. Climate control of layer close to soil/ground.
Communication with fairy’s world. Management of beetle’s world. On Simbajumba live
people who are about 10 - 50 cm tall. Mostly they live inside hollow area of the planet
36. SIMBAKA
Maintenance of Earths stratosphere. Climate control of all planets which is exercised
through insects. Putting together star maps for spaceship programs
37. MINUNKA
Control of a layer which is 2 layers below stratosphere (Earths scientists have no idea
about it). Manipulation and control of Earths etheric layer. On Minunkan is located
control centre which controls round sphere around every planet in our solar system
38. ROOSAKA
Is engaged in dealing with plants seeds. Control of an Earths air layer which hight is from
ground up to the hight of a man. Stealing of primordial force (pink in color) from our
solar system planets. Rose owers were developed on this planet. Manipulation of senses
through beauty and smell of blooming owers. Development of new ower varieties.
Flowers in development are fed with certain nutrient mixtures to achieve certain smell
through which is possible to suck certain energies from beings with soul. All those
feelings you have when in love and when being romantic – these feelings in reality is
energy treatment directed on you to suck same kinds of energy out of you. We are like
free energy device to them – they put little energy into us and get a lot out of us like that.
Same goes for all other kinds of energy. When you are sucked dry, feeling of being in
love fades away and romance disappears. And you are back in reality
Manipulation of senses through different smells and stinky smells and also through
disturbing with these smells is all for the purpose of energy sucking
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39. MINUKA
Control of a layer in Earth’s sky which is all the planes ight altitude combined. Gifted
men in technology are being abducted from all over our solar system and are put to work
on Minukan to solve technical problems
Training men to y spaceships
40. KUNKAJUNKA
Ruination of women and their systems. Female energy sucking, motherly energy sucking,
women intuitions energy sucking and manipulating with it (mixing it with false
information). Creating gender confusion for humans with soul. For example, woman
wants to become a man and a man wants to become a woman. Consequences of all this
manipulation has materialized as gender reassignment surgery
41. SINKANS
This planet is occupied with stealing of couple’s energy. Half of planet steals and blocks
woman’s energy which is intended for her partner. And other side of planet steals and
blocks man’s energy which is intended to go to his woman. Womans energy sucking takes
place through Sinkansu as well as through Kunkajunka. Mans energy sucking takes place
through Sinkansu as well as through Sinjukan
42. SINKANS
Raw material (as well as raw biological material for hybridization) which has been
sourced from outside of our solar system – its implementation takes place on Sinkansi.
Packaging of raw material and transporting it to other planets. Creation of snake poisons
and placing it into snake poison system in snakes body
43. SINJUKA
Ruination of men and their systems. Man energy sucking, fatherly energy sucking.
Violation and overloading logic system of men. Manipulation (mixing it with false
information) of logic system of men and sucking energy out of it when a man uses it. By
using logic system, a man loads it with his energy which gets sucked away
44. NISINI
Control of your psychic powers/skills/abilities. So that you wouldn’t remember your
abilities and knowledge you used to have. Information how to use those abilities is
suppressed. Erasing of information which bleeds through past lives. Inserting false
memories. Submersion into false information. All the above is accomplished through
snake systems

.
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45. SISINI
Blocking and sucking energy out of friendly, warm soul connections with other souls.
Destroying connections with other souls. Strongly connected to snake and worm worlds.
Sisinin is occupied with growing snake eggs. These eggs are grown with energies stolen
from beings with soul. Planets name also sounds like snakes hiss
46. NISINNA
Control of sexual relationships. Creation of sexual desire, ampli cation of sexual drive
and energy sucking through sex. Creation of feeling high energetically. It is accomplished
through forcefully inserting energies which make you feel high (for example feeling in
love, sexual arousal). One of the reasons it is done is to pair souls who are unsuitable for
each other on soul level. Control of snakes ecdysis system. Activity on this planet is
strongly controlled through snake worlds
47. SINITA
Half of the planet is occupied with control and manipulation of soul connection between
women and also hindering and blocking cooperation between women. Other half of the
planet is occupied with control and manipulation of soul connection between men and
also hindering and blocking cooperation between men.
48. SUKA
Control and theft of growth energy (green in color). Regulation of production of different
energies, including growth energy, in human body
49. SISUNU
This planet is occupied with inventing new things. Through this planet it is possible to
access information how to invent new things. Control and theft of friendship energies. Is
occupied with holding back useful inventions, technologies and information about them
which would be useful for Earth mankind
50. NAKINAKUU
Control and management of the death world. People who are alive - their energy theft
through the death world. Mixing of the death world with alive people’s world to create
confusion. Control of magic systems through the death world
51. MEREKANTU
To view Earth through certain system then it is possible to see that around hollow earth
there are 2 layers. Through Merekantun is executed control of rst layer (which is closer
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to hollow earth). Population control of residents who live in cavities inside Earth in rst
layer
52. KUNUTANKA
Through Kunutankan is executed control of second layer (which is around rst layer).
Population control of residents who live in cavities inside Earth in second layer
53. TANKUNNA
Control of pyramid systems. Control and manipulation of time (time is energy) ow.
Manipulation through geometric shapes
54. TENETANTA
Control of sphere systems (including planets)
55. MONOKANTU
Control of women’s intuitive systems
56. TEREKANTU
Control of men’s intuitive systems
57. TENETANTA
Control of family systems. It has been arranged so that through every family member it
would be possible to suck energy out of every other family member. This is energy
stealing system. Best way to get energy out of someone is to cause con icts.
In human body, pelvis is energetically family, on pelvis level is located family energy. In
parallel level, in pelvis is located sphinx. It is used to suck away family energy. Sphinx in
Egypt is used to draw together family energy through sphinxes in human pelvises and to
send this energy out from Earth
58. TERETANTA
Control of collectives as well as family systems. Every member of collective or family
has been programmed (for example "I am better than others" program) so that they would
control other members of collective. For example, saying something to belittle or
humiliate other person. Or shouting at them and being physically violent towards them
Saying something hurtful creates a hole into human bio eld through which slave system
can attach its energy sucking systems into this person
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59. TURUKANTU
Control of children growth systems. Control and regulation of children health problems.
If there are not enough health problems in child (in slave system opinion) then they will
create more (for example by entering parasites who eat up energy which is needed for the
body to function properly. Shields to block energy ow which lead to problems in
corresponding area in body). The more health problems there are in child, the more
parents have to deal with these problems. The more they focus on solving them, the more
energy is input into solving (energy ows where you focus) and slave system uses it to
their advantage and sucks energy away.
Turukantun is occupied mostly with children, abducting and programming of children
60. TERETANTU
Control of dying/going out of body systems. After dying souls are captured, their
memories are deleted, false memories are inserted and then are directed to reincarnate.
Free will and self-determination is not allowed. When a person is dying, then frequently
they are shown people close to them who come to greet them in afterlife. It is a hologram
accompanied with warm and cozy energy treatment. It’s a manipulation
61. MOBOTANTU
Control of system which keeps souls, who have left their body, in trap. Souls are allowed
to move freely only inside certain system. They can’t go where they really need to go and
do what they need to do. Can’t follow their soul. Total control
Su
Sun itself is cold but with certain systems sun has been made into central heating element
for our solar system. In bottom one third of sun takes place building of spaceships.
Around sun are located moving portals through which it is possible to travel outside our
solar system. Inside sun are different alien race bases
These are only few activities of our solar system planets. In reality there is much more
different activity. Every planets activity is under total control of cosmic slave system
At the moment takes place cleaning of these planets of slave system. Only history will
remain. History will be probably erased from memory of everything that is. So that no
one wouldn’t get any ideas to implement something similar

.
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Soul world rules
-If you want to be free, let others be free
-Don’t do to others what you don’t want others to do to you
-Everything you do, you do to yourself
-Only key to survival is honesty
-Every souls personal inner cosmos/territory is untouchable and sacred

Written with cooperation with soul world creator in July of 2019 - August of 2021

Examples of total control
Climate control i.e. Geoengineering to diminish nature support for individuals with
soul
Law is created to punish those who are innocent. To lock away individuals who are able
to change the system. Punishment without real cause of innocent is trauma. Trauma
creates a hole in natural energy eld of body and through this hole slave system connects
its energy sucking system. It’s all automated. Real criminals are controllers of controllers
of controllers of controllers of puppets in material world who are put to high places.
Hierarchy is colossal but not impossible (impossible = I’m possible) to take down if you
know how the system works.
Cosmic hierarchy system is upside down pyramid with its levels. Inside top layer of
cosmic hierarchy are soul world creators traitorous crew members. On levels below them
are races they control, parasitic races they created to control other races and all the
parasitic systems they created to control individuals with soul, soul world core (Earth)
and soul world. Material worlds hierarchy system is a pyramid with its levels. On top
level there are a handful of soulless individuals who receive guidance from cosmic
hierarchy
To free the soul world core (Earth), cosmic hierarchy needs to be taken down. Then
material hierarchy loses its guidance and new soul world core can be created from that.
Medicine is a slave system branch which is designed to damage as much as possible
human body. It controls that no-one feels good in their body. Body is full of cosmic
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systems which all need to cooperate with one another. Sticking a syringe into body or
using a scalpel to cut it open is like using an axe to repair hand watch.
After the procedure even if you physically function normally then you always have this
off feeling. This off feeling comes from negative eld creating drugs which your body is
full of and body systems which control other aspects of being a multidimensional human
being are damaged. Damaged systems may result in not being able to access information
you used to were, losing abilities you used to have, in dangerous situations or in
situations you need to act fast, not being able to receive information you need fast
enough. You're just another disabled person… Perfect for slave system but not for you
Doctors are knowingly taught wrongly. They are taught drug based not nutrition based.
They know nothing about how body works. They are taught to follow protocols. If
everything is by protocols then they are not accountable
Illness in itself is situation where body is striving for balance. Medicine interferes with it
by giving drugs which are toxic to body and make your situation worse
Medical test norms are knowingly made up wrong. They aren’t compatible with real
needs of human body. Also, some substances are tested wrong. For example, magnesium
level is measured through blood. But magnesium needs to be tested inside cell because it
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is intracellular metal. Situation is same when you want to measure room temperature but
you measure it outside. Same goes to measuring of D3-vitamin levels
For human body to be healthy it needs to be clean of toxins (including drugs), which
create negative eld. Food needs to be alive/raw food (everything that is not heated above
41°C/105°F). Raw food creates positive eld in and around your body, dead food
(everything that is heated above 41°C/105°F) creates negative eld in and around your
body. In body raw food is digested by bacteria which eat alive/raw food and dead food is
digested by other kind of bacteria which eat carcasses
One of the biggest misconceptions there is is that we feed our body. That is wrong. By
eating we feed bacteria in our body who turn food into state which makes it absorbable
by our body (our body is fed by bacteria who live in our intestines). In healthy intestinal
tract there has to be at last 2kg of bacteria. If you want to be healthy you have to feed
your bacteria with alive, positive eld creating raw food.
Negative eld attracts parasites, positive eld pushes them away. Parasites live in
negative eld and they go where is negative eld. They don’t stand positive eld.
Positive eld is so intolerable to them that they are forced to leave their bodies and their
carcasses are ushed out by body. Positive and negative eld push away from each other
Following is order of priority of minerals for human body
1. Base for every mineral is magnesium which is energy of women. Its direction is
outside in. With this energy women keep family together. With this energy matter is
held together (this also includes body). D3 and K2 vitamins work together with
magnesium. Mg energetic color is ruby red. Best forms of Mg are Mg-citrate and
Mg-glycinate because both are made based on organic acids
2. Zinc is energy of men. Its direction is inside out. Aggressiveness as creative power,
power of standing your ground, protection from outside world, force of motion. With
zinc work together vitamin A or beta-carotene from which liver synthesizes vitamin
A. Zincs energetic color is black which is potential
3. Silica is creator of friendliness energy. Silica acts as catalyst in biochemical
processes. Energetic color is blue. With silica work together C and B-vitamins
4. Boron is internal re. Helps body to burn away those substances and microorganisms
which are excessive. There is no boron in Estonian soil. Works with all vitamins. But
most important vitamins are K- vitamins (don’t confuse it with K-vitamin shot which
is vikasol poison and given to babies after birth)
5. Copper is protection. Works together with plants Phyto substances and with B
vitamins
6. Iron is energetically durability, toughness. Works with E and C-vitamins

.
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There is usually enough iron in body but problem relies in fact that if there is not enough
Mg, Zn and Cu (for body there is order of importance for minerals), body blocks iron
because it cannot use iron if there aren’t enough previously mentioned minerals in body.
If you give body previously mentioned minerals then body unblocks blocked minerals
and iron test shows normalization of iron. If you take additional iron as doctors suggest
but you don’t take additional Mg, Zn and Cu, you may end up with blood cancer. Blood
cancer is situation where body uses white blood cells to block excess iron and when load
is too heavy and body’s capacity to produce white blood cells can’t keep up, then this is
classi ed by medicine as blood cancer
Metals are info carriers in body. Metals are in three states
1. Pure metals - for body it is dead, motionless/not possible to absor
2. Metal + acid is mineral. This is half-alive state because minerals are in crystal form.
Body can dissolve these using vitamins in body to dissolve crystal structure. Not a
good option because this depletes your body of vitamins
3. Mineral + vitamin. Vitamins are dissolvers of crystal structure. Vitamins dissolve
metal into liquid state. Only in liquid state body is able to absorb mineral. This means
that minerals and vitamins need to be taken together. In plants minerals and vitamins
are in balance. When soil is low in minerals then plants are also low in minerals and
low in mineral dissolving vitamins
To exit from medical ma a programs, you need to be aware of following
Body is selfhealing system. Your task is to create conditions so that body can be in
balance and whole
Selfhealing systems are complex, here are some examples
1. Feve
Fever is intensifying internal re of body where body raises temperature in case of
extreme need up to 42 ℃/107,6 ℉. Some pathogens begin to break down until 40,5 ℃/
761 ℉ is reached. When fever is forcefully (with drugs) lowered, pathogen stay
understroyed and body has no other choice than to encapsulate/isolate pathogen. When
part of the whole gets blocked then human doesn’t feel whole/healthy/well anymore
When local injury needs healing then body raises temperature only in local injury (for
example redness of skin in case of bumps or trauma)
When intruder is destroyed, body stops fever. After that body activates sweating to wash
out toxins. When it was not possible to destroy intruder in rst time, then after resting
body uses fever until goal is reached

.
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2. Swellin
Swelling is situation where body “pumps” water into places which need healing. It is for
exporting toxins and importing nutrients (for healing, body uses different nutrients, for
example vitamins, minerals, amino acids, etc). Do not suppress or lower swelling. Also
don't remove water from traumatized joints, lungs, blisters and other areas. If you do then
you cancel process of healing or it takes longer time to heal
3. Pu
Pus is environment where body creates new nerve pathways into traumatized area. When
work is done, body opens up pus area to let pus out. When pus is removed before work is
done, then result is numbness of the area or scars
4. Skin problem
Skin is the biggest toxin removing organ. If internal systems of body can’t handle
removing of toxins because of work overload then body activates cleaning through skin.
This may include allergies, red spots, rashes etc. Medicine says it is skin disease
5. Mucu
Body creates mucus to remove poisons, protozoa and unneeded bacteria. For example,
when you eat some food from which body can absorb missing nutrients then body
activates mucus to remove toxins which have accumulated. For example, drinking raw
milk creates mucus as long as toxins are removed. After that body doesn’t create mucus
anymore
6. Allerg
Allergy is situation where body’s buffer zone is full. It is like a glass of water which is so
full that when adding one more drop then water pours over. In the case of allergy, toxins
need to be removed (empty the glass). Drugs make your situation worse because you add
more toxins into your body
7. Obesity
When body is unable to excrete toxins, it uses fat cells to store/block toxins. The more
toxins in the body, the larger fat cells body grows. If a person wants to get rid of excess
fat, then you have to focus on removing toxins from body. If a person starts to starve in
order to lose weight, then stored toxins begin to move around when there aren't fat cells
to store them in. When situation worsens, human starts to eat uncontrollably to restore fat
cell storage capacity. Modern weight losing is dangerous
One of the biggest body contaminators is heat treated food. Nature has equipped plants
and animal product with enzymes which body uses to break down food. When enzymes
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are destroyed by heat (they begin to break down at 42℃/107,6℉), food you eat stays
undigested and here come into play bacteria of spoiled food. They produce alot of
substances/toxins which body doesn’t need. Also all kinds of fungi come into play whose
job is to eat away toxins to balance human body. This kind of environment is also suitable
for many parasites
You need to know that you don’t feed your body with food you eat but you feed bacteria
in your body whose task is to turn food into state your body needs. Antibiotics
(antibio=antilife) kill all bacteria without choosing and thus digestion problems and
toxicity in body rise after taking antibiotics. Hunger creators are bacteria. When you start
eating 100% raw food, at rst you will have enormous hunger for heat treated food
because bacteria of spoiled food demand food. You just have to be consistent in
transitional period. When bacteria of spoiled food can’t have their food anymore, they are
forced to leave body. Highest level of health is possible only with raw food. Water also
loses life/revitalizing effect at 42℃/107,6℉
Biological life ends at 42℃/107,6℉. For raw food bacteria there is shelter for them in
appendix which is equipped with valve. When eating raw food, these bacteria come out
from shelter, when eating heat treated food, these bacteria go back into shelter. When
appendix is removed, body loses its buffer zone
8. Depressio
Usually this is situation where magnesium and calcium ratio is not correct (this is not
psyche/mental problem but nutrition de ciency). If body doesn’t have enough
magnesium, calcium takes magnesium’s place which results in death of a cell. Every cell
is like tiny computer in a whole. As a result of a cells job are possible different senses,
including thinking and understanding. When cells aren’t capable of participating in
information processing, you cannot think your thoughts through and you will be buried
under mountain of unsolved tasks. You’ll become depressive
9. Cance
Cancer is a situation where body creates blocking cells (in medical terms they are cancer
or tumor cells) to block toxin, fungi, microorganism, worm access to vital organs.
Metastasis in itself is a situation where body creates additional blocking cells for
blocking anticancer toxins inserted by medicine. When pathogens are eliminated, body
turns blocking cells back to normal cells. Great way to clean your body of pathogens and
toxins is MMS (Miracle Mineral Solution) +100% raw food

.
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Treatment/Cure = suppression of body healing reaction
Healing = removing toxins and compensating of missing nutrient
Side effects of drugs are really main effects (don’t confuse them). When body gets
additional toxins, body starts ghting against them which are called side effects
In case of healing, body gets opportunity to release old poisoned pockets. So called side
effects are healing of old, encapsulated toxin pockets. From outside looking in, effects are
similar but in essence they are opposites
100% natural bre clothes are best because they don’t suppress body energy eld like
synthetic bres do
During sleep you need to receive as much as possible fresh air. Through air travels
information
Grounding your body by being in contact with Earth with your bare feet cleans body of
negative eld
Positive thinking is one of the biggest traps. With positive thinking you ignore negative
problems. Ignoring results in unsolved mountain of problems under which you succumb
if you don’t resolve real cause behind them. To be buried under your unsolved negative
problems means you are surrounded by negative eld which attracts parasites
Blood donatio
When a person donates his/her blood then this person who receives donors blood will also
receive partially donors problems, health problems, information, life lessons. You will
receive information which you don’t need and it will burden you. Because of it your health
and your life will suffer. And thanks to that, person who was blood donor, can’t fully put
together big picture because part of information is missing
Education is brainwashing business. Purpose of education is to pack as much as possible
false information into your brain that if someday you encounter real information then
layer of false information is so thick that real information doesn’t have a chance to
penetrate. You don’t recognize real information. That is why out of box (creative)
thinkers are so valued. Not only on Earth but in cosmos generally also
Real education is following your curiosity. You study what interests you
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Medi
Purpose of media is to keep you in false information bubble. In order to come out of it
you need to initiate your curiosity to nd out what is really going on
Military is for concealing SSP (secret space programs), for concealing cosmic
institutions which are tied to SSP, for concealing secret underground facilities which
cooperate with other species
Religion is a slave system branch which programs you to not to believe in yourself. Like
you are nothing when in reality you are everything. Religion programs you to believe that
someone (god) outside of you has more power/energy than you do. In reality most
powerful energy, potential come from within yourself.
If you want to be able to see the big picture then everything you have been programmed
to think, turn the program around/think contrarily to the program and you’ll see the
reality. Not only in religion but in all slave system branches and aspects of your life. For
example, system programs people to think religion is sacred and holy and protects its
people. When you turn the program around and see the so-called devil and evil in religion
then all kinds secrets which have come out recently about religious people in high places
raping children – this shouldn’t be a surprise for you.
Religion programs you to believe that somewhere high up is god who is everything there
is. In reality there are different parasitic alien groups behind every religion/god who want
you to think like that because they gain your energy if you do. Energy which humans
with soul produce (the more you pray from deep down of your soul - this energy is the
best for parasitic entities) gets sucked away from prayer by same parasitic alien groups.
With their hi-technology they ful ll only those prayers which ful ll their purpose which
is to gain more energy. You are their prey (to be exact then energy which is produced by
human with soul, is their prey). See resemblance in words pray and prey
One of the main religion weapons/programs is that you are guilty pretty much before you
were even born as far as they are concerned. Guilt is like a short leash around your neck
by which they pull you as hard as needed and towards direction alien groups behind this
particular religion seem t. Guilt sucks you dry from life energy
If you have accepted/adopted guilt as your own and not seen through that this is just a
program then know: When you think that someone is guilty then you blood pressure will
soar, when you are in your heart then blood pressure is normal, when you blame yourself
for something then your blood pressure will fall dramatically until you’ll faint. To end
these ups and downs then step out of this program
In reality there is no guilt. There are just actions which you left undone or actions done
for wrong reasons.
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To restore balance:
In your mind go to that point of time and space (remember the situation) where you feel
you left something undone or you did something wrong and redo it the way you would
have done it if you would have known what you know now. Become conscious of your
wrongdoings, x your mistakes, compensate and then balance is restored
Science is for misguiding from real information which works in reality
Money
Money system is invented to steal your time (time is also energy) and energy. So you
wouldn’t have time and energy left to work on something which interests you. So you
wouldn’t have time for yourself
Patenting
System uses it to get to know what people are inventing. If it's too bene cial for people then
system will forbid it. It is directed to serve the slave system which means it will be used one
way or another to torture beings with soul
Compartmentalizing
Compartmentalizing is standard system integrated into slave system in order to keep
individuals in the dark about big picture. Everyone knows only their compartment and
information is on need-to-know basis. No one knows what goes on in another
compartment (doesn’t have access to information and therefore can’t piece together the
big picture of how slave system works as a whole)
Professional sports
Professional sports has very little to do with talent and everything to do with technological
tuning of human body. Every sportsman is some extraterrestrial groups tool they tune in
order to win cosmic bets. Technological tuning involves creating speci c nerve pathways
for the body to move in a fast and powerful way. They place energetically loaded ( lled
with energy) best winning experiences, best moves into their tools which are taken from
their previous experiences and from other sportsmen. Depending of quantity of treaties this
speci c sportsman has created, there are as much different groups behind this sportsman
who tune their tool the best they can according to their resources. Opponents get vile,
aggressive attacks to weaken their body, mind, soul, psyche and game. The sole purpose is
to make them lose
Ascensio
Ascension is misunderstood. There is no going to higher dimensions. Entities with soul
are everywhere at once. Since slave system is being taken down then all systems which
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block us communicating with other realms and other souls are being taken down. That’s
why we feel we are more free, we see more parallel realms, we can communicate more
with other entities and other souls
All this talk about going to higher dimensions is just another slave system programming
to misguide us. So we would focus elsewhere, but we need to be here and now. We need
to be here and now to study how this slave system circus on Earth works. Who are
puppeteers, who guide puppeteers and how they do it and all what is behind that needs to
be taken down
Agin
Aging has been developed so we wouldn’t live long enough to gure out what is going on
in reality and how is it accomplished. After death memories are deleted, false memories
entered and after being born in new life, you start from scratch. Every time.
Into creating aging has been put a lot of work. For example, a lot of human body systems
have been replaced. New ones, which are designed to suck energy away, have been put in
place.
Fungus (for example candida albicans) was developed for that reason. Candida albicans
eats away nutrients in body, excretes toxins into body (pollutes it). As a result, human
bodies get eaten away and buried under toxins
In cell level there was built into mitochondria another mitochondria which would channel
away energy
Vaccinatio
Vaccination is another tool in arsenal of slave system to keep beings with soul under
control.
Into vaccine are put nanoparticles, animal and extra-terrestrial DNA, microchips, micro
liquid printed circuit boards and other control mechanisms
Nanoparticles are for control and for connecting bodies which carry nanoparticles with
arti cial intelligence system
Animal and extra-terrestrial DNA are used for creating confusion in body. Information
which is in animal and extra-terrestrial DNA gets transferred into human by vaccination.
Animal behavior (for example licking of paws, growling) may appear in humans. Also,
animal fears who have been tested on, will get transferred into humans. Especially well it
is seen on children. They have much less energetic pollution load than grownups and
manifestation of information of animal and extra-terrestrial DNA is much more clearly
seen
Microchips act as lighthouse in human body for various extra-terrestrial groups through
which they can nd you wherever you are (for abductions to make tests on you, to attach
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their systems to your body). Through these chips they have access to your energy and
they are able to program you according to their needs
Through micro liquid printed circuit boards is possible to build synthetic nervous system
inside your body. Through this system it is possible to take over control of natural
nervous system of human body. This means they can control all your body functions.
Vaccination is part of a process of building humans with soul into biorobots, zombies,
mindless sheep. Vaccination is one of the tools for elite to achieve transhumanism.
Project Human 2.0 is ongoing
Earth moon (Luna
Earth moon (Luna) is arti cial object. It is a ship and control centre for a part of Milky
Way galaxy and its main activity takes place inside. Inside moon live 42 different
civilizations who work there. It is made on Jupiter by traitorous soul world creator crew
in order to control soul world core (Earth) for their own bene t. Through moon takes
place energy suction of all lifeforms with soul on and inside Earth. Most intense energy
suction takes place while moon is full. Every human with soul gets abducted to moon.
Their abilities get tested, they will be programmed so that they couldn’t and wouldn’t see
the big picture what is going on in reality and to exploit and utilize their abilities for the
bene t of slave system
Inside moon take place ritual murders, victims are gathered from all over our solar
system and outside of it. Perpetrators/ritual murderers (different alien races as well as
humans), (human bodies controlled by malicious parasitic entities on another level) live
inside and on the moon.
Through Earth’s moon takes place control of women menstrual cycle. Ovums which are
inside Earths women, are not their own. These are of different extra-terrestrial entities,
who reproduce themselves through Earth women. Extra-terrestrial ovas are grown with
Earth woman energies inside woman. Earth women are like incubators for extra terrestrial
offsprings. During menstruation takes place harvest of extra-terrestrial ovums which are
loaded full of energy and also new ovas are put inside Earth women to grow
Earths woman own ova for creating physical human baby is created few days before
conception. All energy which woman produces to take care of her baby, is directed to
feed and to grow extra-terrestrial ovas. Thus, postpartum depression and feeling like you
are not able to take care of your baby. When energy gets sucked away, you don’t have
energy to do anything
On moon and inside moon there are different alien and human bases. Bases on moon are
masked so they wouldn’t be seen from Earth
On Earth’s moon takes place rebuilding of biological entities into biorobots
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All moons in our solar system are arti cial objects. Created to control the planet they are
orbiting
Around Earth there are total 64 moons. One we see with our physical eyes, others are in
parallel reality and thus invisible to physical eyes
Cosmos is divided as follows
1. Eart
2. Our solar syste
3. In milky way galaxy there are billion solar systems
4. In local universe there are billion galaxies
5. In small sector there are billion local universe
6. In big sector there are billion small sector
7. In superuniverse there are billion big sector
8. Multiversu
9. Everything that is/Macrocosmo
10. Emptiness/The voi

Milky Way galaxy is called Satania in cosmic language
Our lesson here is to learn how to stay alive/unnumb in this numbing system.

.
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